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Synopsis: Through their treatment of mouse models of human prostate cancer with the combined regimen of docetaxel and 2aG4, the mouse IgG2a version of bavituximab, a humanized antiphosphatidylserine (anti-PS)-targeting chimeric antibody (Ab) currently being tested in clinical trials for cancer, Yin and colleagues explored potential strategies by which anti-PS-targeting Ab alter the tumor microenvironment to restore tumor immunity.
ABOUT THE COVER

Macrophages are a heterogeneous population of tissue resident hematopoietic cells. This figure illustrates key cell surface markers of mouse macrophage and monocyte populations. Macrophages can be identified by a combination of cell surface markers, including the hematopoietic lineage marker CD45, the integrin CD11b, and the GPCR F4/80, among other markers. However, macrophages in different organs have different compositions and expression levels of these cell surface proteins, reflecting their inherent diversity. CD169, sialoadhesin, is an important marker in certain macrophage populations such as the bone marrow, spleen, and lung. CX3CR1 helps to identify macrophages in the intestine and to differentiate the blood monocyte subsets. For details, see the Masters of Immunology article by Lavin and Merad on page 201 of this issue.
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